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Snug is a radical new approach to play
equipment which changes the psychology 
of the playground.  

It consists of a family of large scale, modular
play elements that children can use separately
or together in any combination, creating a
dynamic, exciting playscape - where they can
have fun, explore and learn. Teachers can also
use Snug as a creative learning resource across
the curriculum. Requiring no installation, the
Snug elements are soft and tactile, yet durable
and waterproof.

Consultation with RoSPA (The Royal
Society for the Prevention of
Accidents) has led them to conclude
that they “believe Snug is a product
that is well suited to primary school
playgrounds and is suitably safe.
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Every Child
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outside the
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social
interaction &
co-operation

Transforms 
the school
playground

Inspires
children’s
creativity
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learning
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natural
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children with
special needs
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cone& bump

Loop
Made up of modular elements, the Loop can
be used to construct curved play structures to
encourage balancing games and create areas
for socialising.

“You get the 
tree stump. 
And then I’ll
give you the
top in a 
minute

“I like the
wriggly
snake the
best. We’ve
even made it
into our den!” ”

Cone
The Cone provides a meeting point and
introduces a vertical structure to the
playground. It can be ran around, jumped
onto, hidden behind, and is created from
tactile foam - making it perfect for hugging
and bouncing off. 

Bump
Perfect for jumping off, bouncing or rocking
and spinning on. The Bump can be used to
create pathways or linked to other elements
using Noodles.
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Wall
Versatile and flexible, the Wall can be used
horizontally and vertically. Stand it on its side
to create a curved wall or a den, turn it on its
back and it becomes a rocking cradle, or
placed on its feet it becomes a tunnel or raised
walkway.

“Jump in 
the boat. 
We’re going
on a big
adventure!”colour

wave

Wave
Versatile building units with two distinct sides
–asofter waved surface and a hard flat side.
Together they can be used to create platforms
for performing and dancing, a lounging area,
raised walkways, barriers and walls.

“Be careful!
Come away
from the
sharks!”

wall
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spider, pad & noodle

“Watch out -
there are
some
giant spiders 
over there!colour

mound

Mound
Helps children experience different levels,
slopes and terrains. The Mound dramatically
transforms your playground landscape,
creating small humps, large hills, extended
ridges and valleys. 

“Storytime’s
much more
exciting 
on our 
Treasure
Island.”

Noodle Noodle
Offering unlimited
possibilities, the Noodle 
can be used for connecting
and building.

Spider
Aversatile sculptural element
made from light, durable
foam material, the Spider can
be used alone to create
shapes or plugged into other
elements, including the Pad,
to create a safe haven.

Pad
Perfect for teaming with other
elements, the Pad provides a
robustbutsoft base for the
spider, as well as the roof for
the Loop circle or walls. 

”



our story
For over 15 years artists Snug & Outdoor have been 
producing imaginative bespoke designs for
playgrounds.  Generous funding and support from
NESTA, Arts Council and the Esmee Fairbairn Foundation,
enabled Snug & Outdoor to team up with the Design
Laboratory and the Institute of Education to thoroughly
research, prototype and test the Snug Kit in nursery,
primary and special needs schools.  Recognising the
need to work closely with a manufacturer to realise
Snug’s full potential, in 2005 Snug & Outdoor joined
forces with Sutcliffe Play, an internationally renowned,
child-centred, play equipment designer and
manufacturer.  

Sutcliffe Play bring many years experience of producing
quality play equipment, together with an impeccable
reputation of working closely with both local authorities 
and schools.  Together we now bring you Snug!

Code Product QTY  
Per kit

SGV900 Wave 8
SGB900 Bump 6
SGL900 Loop consists of 1
SGL810 - Loop curve 14
SGL820 - Loop Connector Plug 1
SGL825 - Loop Connector Socket 1
SGL830 - Loop End Plug 1
SGL835 - Loop End Socket 1
SGC900 Cone 2
SGW900 Wall 4
SGP900 Pad 2
SGT 900 Spider 2
SGM900 Mound  consists of 1
SGM840 Mound Quad 4
SGM830  Mound Ramp 4
SGN900 Noodle pack of 10 2

Additional optional extras QTY
SGM820 Mound - Slab 1
SGM810 Mound - Platform 1
Storage unit 1

Storage unit

the snug kit

the snug kit
We recommend starting with a Snug kit, which has the
right quantities to allow children to experiment with, and
enjoy all elements and combinations. Additional elements
can then be bought individually depending on popularity,
usage and the setting.

SGU 900

Join the playground revolution now!
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